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Why we teach reading-

National Curriculum
• All pupils must be encouraged to read widely across both fiction and 

non-fiction to develop their knowledge of themselves and the world they 
live in, to establish an appreciation and love of reading, and to gain 
knowledge across the curriculum. 

• Reading widely and often increases pupils’ vocabulary because they 
encounter words they would rarely hear or use in everyday speech. 
Reading also feeds pupils’ imagination and opens up a treasure house 
of wonder and joy for curious young minds.

• It is essential that, by the end of their primary education, all pupils are 
able to read fluently, and with confidence, in any subject in their 
forthcoming secondary education.



The POWER of reading

Creating a love of reading in children is potentially one of

the most powerful ways YOU can help your child

The power of the parent-child bond has a positive effect on

a child’s attitude towards reading and their ability to read.

2019 U.S. study

Young children whose parents read them five books a day enter kindergarten 
having heard about 1.4 million more words than children who were never read to, 
a US study found.

This "million word gap" could be one key in explaining differences in vocabulary 
and reading development, said Jessica Logan, lead author of the study and 
assistant professor of educational studies at The Ohio State University.



Preparing a child for life.

Reading is a life skill



We teach children the skills for reading 

fluency and the skills for reading 

comprehension

 Phonics and Word Recognition

The ability to recognise words presented in and out of context.

The ability to blend letter sounds (phonemes) together to read words.

 Understanding

The ability to understand the meaning of the words and sentences in a text.

The ability to understand the ideas, information and themes in a text.

If a child understands what they hear, they will understand the same information 

when they read.



Let’s go through how , here at  South 

Hill ,we teach reading skills to succeed 

 Reading is a skill for life. From the start, we try to encourage a love of books.

 There are several strands to a child learning to read:

 Hearing stories being read to them (We read regularly in each class and trust you read 
to your children at home too.)

 Phonics  - In EYFS and KS1 children receive a 30 minutes phonics/reading lesson every 
day. These lessons are linked to the PRIME reading books they bring home. Children 
who need additional phonics receive this through intervention sessions.

 Guided reading – these sessions take place across Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 and 
develop comprehension and fluency skills. (While EYFS do not have specific guided 
reading lessons, all their learning is book based and you will see this when you join 
the classes.)

 Library sessions – all classes have a 30 minute session per week where reading for 
pleasure is promoted in a variety of ways and children get the opportunity to choose 
their PLEASURE book.

 Individual reading – children are heard read individually in school and we promote 
reading every day at home also. (3Ps)





EYFS
In EYFS, children complete learning in all curriculum areas relating to a book of the 

week. In addition to this they hear a range of stories, poetry and/or non-fiction in 

focused sessions throughout the week. They also have a phonics lesson every day.

A range of Fiction and Non- fiction books are used and are monitored to ensure a 

range of styles and formats and a diversity of authors. 



KS1
In KS1. children have a minimum of 2 reading lessons a day. One phonics session which is 

decoding and fluency based and then whole class guided reading which is fluency and 

comprehension based. During whole class guided reading children complete a range of tasks 

which are recorded in a whole class evidence book.

In whole class guided reading a range of Fiction and Non- fiction books are used and are 

monitored to ensure a range of styles and formats and a diversity of authors. 



KS2
In KS2. children are introduced to a reading response book in which they record 

their daily reading work.

A range of Fiction and Non- fiction books are used and are monitored to ensure a 

range of styles and formats and a diversity of authors. 



KS1 and 2

 A specific Reading session takes place every day.

 Children are taught  and practise one of the VIPERS skills

 VIPERS is an anagram to aid the recall of the 6 reading domains as 

part of the UK’s reading curriculum. They are the key areas which 

we feel children need to know and understand in order to improve 

their comprehension of texts.



A typical lesson

Teacher shares L.O. with the children 

To retrieve
To find/ fetch/ get/ look for information



The lesson- retrieve



Teaching inference



How to help develop inference



How to help to develop inference



Helping at home 



Making connections to aid Reading/ writing

Asking open ended questions

 Is there anything in the story which connects you to 
another experience? ( eg going on a Bear 
Hunt..going for a picnic?)

 Is there a link to another story? A comic, a 
superhero? A film you have seen?( Fairytale 3 Little 
Pigs – appear in Shrek)

 If you could ask the character a question, what 
would you ask?



Which books to read?

www.Thereaderteacher.com



Other activities to promote good reading 

habits for life..

 Visit to the library (Year 5, Jan 2023)

Grammar Corner and recommended reads in 
the Newsletter

 Book Week( 4th- 8th March) to include World 
Book Day on Thursday 7th March

 Author visit Joshua Seigal( May 6th)

 Library Club

 Book Fair 



Any Questions????

We are all part of your child’s learning 

journey


